
Remember This 
Affordable Photographics 

Want a fantastic lasting impression 
for your function guests? 

Our photographers use a ‘Photo Journalistic 
Approach’ where they create your photographs whilst 
roving amongst the party guests, some shots are posed 
and some shots are candid.  Creating a fantastic 
slideshow and photo gallery that tells the story of the 
event and captures the atmosphere. 

You will find our photographers have kind caring 
outgoing natures which enable them to provide a 
quality digital product of your function for your future 
enjoyment. Event planners know that their guests will 
be treated exceptionally well. 

For your investment you will receive high resolution 
digital images an a professional slide show via a 
secure web location (for 6 months after your event). 

Your  guests can view the photo gallery and 
download any of  the images for FREE, make 
comments or they can simply just enjoy the online 

slide show to re-live the event from any device. 

Your minimal investment for this great add on service is:- 

Current Prices 
Up to 1 hour $280 GST inclusive 
Up to 2 hours $350 GST inclusive
Up to 3 hours $480 GST inclusive
*Brisbane and Gold Coast Only; Other locations POA

Want something a bit different? 

www.rememberthisphotographics.com.au 

info@rememberthisphotographics.com.au 
07 5574 8809  / 0412 407 493. 

Try our ‘Sassy Snaps’ corner, (Similar to a Photo 
Booth) it’s a Live, Interactive Photo area.  It works well
during the function where guests can come into the 
booth area, be a bit silly and take fantastic ‘Crazy’ and 
‘Hilarious’ photos, with masks, tiaras, top hats and
other fun props. (The props will go through a sanitising 
station before each use). The Sassy Snaps photos will
provide enjoyment and laughter for years to come. 

Your investment for this will include all your 
digital photos through a secure web link for 6 months 
where you can view, download all images and 
view a slideshow on any device.  Your guests, can 
download for FREE any photos of their choice once 
you have given them the password. 

A combination of 1 hours of Photo Journalism (roving 
function photography) including some formal and some 
informal photos and 1 hour of ‘Sassy Snaps’ fun corner 
will be an investment of $520 GST inclusive *

http://www.rememberthisphotographics.com.au/
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